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Hypertensive Brain Stem Encephalopathy

We enjoyed reading the article by de Seze et al (1), in which they presented two cases of hypertensive encephalopathy with predominant brain stem involvement and discussed the differential diagnosis from brain stem tumors.

We have been interested in this subject and have published three similar cases (2). In all of our cases, the initial neuroradiologic interpretation was “massive brain stem infarction.” Nonspecific symptoms, such as a mild headache and gait unsteadiness of several days, characterize hypertensive brain stem encephalopathy in contrast to infarction or tumor. We recently encountered a fourth case that again illustrates this entity.

A 55-year-old man had 1 week of mild headache and walking difficulty. His blood pressure (BP) was 250/145 mm Hg and his neurologic examination was normal. His CT scan was read as most consistent with an acute brain stem infarction. (Fig 1 [left]). Two weeks later, he felt well. His BP was 130/75 mm Hg and his MR results (Fig 1 [right]) showed resolution of brain stem swelling, without any signal changes in the brain stem.

Mild symptoms, a very high BP, and a normal neurologic examination conflict with scans in patients that dramatically confirm hypertensive brain stem encephalopathy. Marked clinicoradiologic dissociation rules out major brain stem infarction, and makes tumor unlikely.
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